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Abstract: Opioid therapy is the cornerstone of treatment for acute procedural and postoperative pain
and is regularly prescribed for severe and debilitating chronic pain conditions. Although beneficial for
many patients, opioid therapy may have side effects, limited efficacy, and potential negative outcomes.
Multidisciplinary pain management treatments incorporating pharmacological and integrative
non-pharmacological therapies have been shown to be effective in acute and chronic pain
management for pediatric populations. A multidisciplinary approach can also benefit psychological
functioning and quality of life, and may have the potential to reduce reliance on opioids. The aims of
this paper are to: (1) provide a brief overview of a multidisciplinary pain management approach for
pediatric patients with acute and chronic pain, (2) highlight the mechanisms of action and evidence
base of commonly utilized integrative non-pharmacological therapies in pediatric multidisciplinary
pain management, and (3) explore the opioid sparing effects of multidisciplinary treatment for
pediatric pain.
Keywords: multidisciplinary pain management strategies;
opioid reduction therapy;
non-pharmacological therapy; cognitive behavioral therapy; hypnosis; mindfulness-based stress reduction;
acupuncture; pain rehabilitation

1. Introduction
Acute and chronic pain are common and often debilitating problems among both pediatric and
adult populations according to the Institute of Medicine statement on Relieving Pain in America.
The International Association of the Study of Pain (IASP) defines pain as an unpleasant sensory
and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage or described in terms
of such damage [1]. Acute pain is the expected physiological response to a noxious chemical,
thermal, or mechanical stimulus, and usually accompanies surgery, traumatic injury, tissue damage,
or inflammatory processes. It is self-limiting and typically resolves over days to weeks, but it can
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persist longer as healing occurs [2]. Chronic pain is defined as intractable pain that exists for three or
more months despite adequate treatment [1,3].
Opioid therapy is the cornerstone of treatment for acute procedural and postoperative pain
in pediatric populations, and is also regularly prescribed for severe and debilitating chronic pain
conditions [4]. Despite the benefits of opioids for pain management, opioids have been associated
with a range of side effects including respiratory depression, constipation, cognitive dysfunction,
and psychiatric comorbidities [5–8]. Persistent opioid use is also associated with physical tolerance,
dependence, and addiction [9], as well as heightened pain sensitization [10].
Given the potential for negative outcomes related to opioid use, there have been increased
efforts to use multidisciplinary analgesia treatments (i.e., the concurrent use of treatment provided
by practitioners from different disciplines) [11]. Combining pharmacological and integrative
non-pharmacological therapies, which operate via different modes of action, has been shown to
decrease opioid use and related adverse side effects in the perioperative period, as well as improve
acute pain symptoms and emotional wellbeing [12]. When acute pain transforms to chronic pain,
the consideration of multidisciplinary care may become even more central in facilitating patient
comfort, decreasing reliance on opioid therapy, and improving functionality. Of note, in 2016, the CDC
published recommended guidelines for prescribing opioids for adults with non-malignant chronic
pain in the US stating [13]:
“Nonpharmacologic therapy and nonopioid pharmacologic therapy are preferred for chronic pain.
Clinicians should consider opioid therapy only if expected benefits for both pain and function are
anticipated to outweigh risks to the patient. If opioids are used, they should be combined with
nonpharmacologic therapy and nonopioid pharmacologic therapy, as appropriate.”
For patients 18 years and younger, there do not yet exist specific consensus guidelines on
prescribing opioids for chronic pain [4,14,15]. Pediatric practitioners are advised to use their best
judgment when using opioids after appropriate use of nonopioid alternatives. Opioids are not usually
indicated as a first line therapy for primary pain disorders [16]. However, current evidence suggests
that opioid prescriptions should not be curtailed for moderately to severely painful conditions [17,18].
Aims
Overall, multidisciplinary treatment is important to consider in the treatment of both acute
and chronic pain. The aims of this paper are to: (1) provide a brief overview of a multidisciplinary
pain management approach for pediatric patients with acute and chronic pain, (2) highlight the
mechanisms of action and evidence base of commonly utilized integrative non-pharmacological
therapies in pediatric multidisciplinary pain management, and (3) explore the opioid sparing effects of
multidisciplinary treatments for pediatric pain.
This article will discuss the evidence base of several integrative non-pharmacological treatments
(cognitive behavioral therapy, mindfulness, medical hypnosis, acupuncture) for the general pediatric
practitioner to consider as part of a multidisciplinary treatment plan in the management of complex
pain conditions. The therapies discussed were chosen as they are among the most frequently utilized
integrative non-pharmacological therapies in pediatric pain clinics [19]. The aim of this review
is not to be exhaustive of each integrative non-pharmacological therapy, but rather to provide an
overview of the specific therapy, briefly review mechanisms of action as currently understood,
and provide relevant research on the topic. While a systematic review of the aforementioned
integrative non-pharmacological therapies is outside the scope of this current paper (for several
excellent and relevant systematic reviews, please see Fisher et al., 2018 [20] and Kamper et al., 2015 [21]),
the overarching goal of this paper is to educate the general pediatric practitioner in evidence-based
integrative non-pharmacological therapies included in multidisciplinary pain management to optimize
care for youth with acute and chronic pain conditions.
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Throughout this paper, we review both pediatric and adult literature. A search was performed
using Pubmed, Ovid, Embase, Prospero, Medline, and Cochrane Database on the following topics in
both pediatric and adult literature from 2000 to 2018 (see Table 1). Inclusion criteria were: pediatric
chronic pain and each of the following: multidisciplinary treatment, cognitive behavioral therapy,
mindfulness, hypnosis, acupuncture, and pain rehabilitation. Opioids and opioid reduction therapy
were also used as inclusion criteria with each modality. Exclusion criteria were: pediatric procedural
pain, acute pediatric pain, pharmacological management of pediatric pain, and regional management
of pediatric pain.
Table 1. Search data for pediatric pain articles and selected integrative non-pharmacological therapies
(2000–2018).
Modalities

Ovid

Embase

Prospero

Cochrane

Pubmed

Number of
Articles Screened

Number of
Articles Reviewed

CBT

42

537

2

2

274

48

12

Mindfulness

37

53

2

17

26

45

25

Hypnosis

164

272

1

1

152

28

14
14

Acupuncture

149

357

2

24

132

32

Intensive Rehab

189

164

2

51

87

15

6

Multidisciplinary

324

1232

1

19

546

52

13

CBT = Cognitive Behavioral Therapy.

Regarding article selection criteria, studies were screened and identified by two authors
(AW and AR for Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT), mindfulness and hypnosis; CA and GD
for multidisciplinary pain management, acupuncture and rehabilitation), and when a consensus
could not be reached regarding the inclusion/exclusion of an article in this review BG mediated and
made a final decision. The research team prioritized systematic reviews, non-systematic reviews,
and randomized controlled studies of these therapies in pediatric pain. Where these were not available,
we identified pilot studies in pediatric pain populations to provide the reader with the current state
of science and preliminary evidence for a given integrative non-pharmacological therapy. Pediatric
pain articles were supplemented with adult articles where systematic reviews were not available,
and where studies investigating mechanisms of action were well elucidated in the adult literature
and not studied in pediatrics. Of note, adult studies exploring potential mechanisms of action for
integrative non-pharmacological therapies are not meant to imply that adult mechanisms are the same
as pediatric mechanisms of action, but rather to inform the reader of the current evidence base of
this emerging field of research. Due to limitations of space, the use of these interventions to address
specific procedural and/or acute pain is not discussed.
2. Multidisciplinary Pain Management Overview
Evidence suggests that multidisciplinary analgesia treatments incorporating nonopioid
pharmacological and integrative non-pharmacological therapies can be effective for both acute and
chronic pain management, and can improve patients’ quality of life and general wellbeing [13,21–24].
Integrative non-pharmacological therapies include modalities such as cognitive behavioral therapy
(CBT), mindfulness, medical hypnosis, acupuncture, massage, and music therapy [25]. See Figure 1 for
an overview of some elements of multidisciplinary pain management treatment.
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Figure 1. Multidisciplinary pain management treatment: key components in acute and chronic
pain management. This figure displays the key treatment components in multidisciplinary treatment
for both acute and chronic pain. In the acute setting, in addition to reduction of pain, the efficacy
of multidisciplinary treatments is often measured by reduction in needed opioid doses to achieve
comfort, while in the setting of chronic pain, the improvements obtained through a multidisciplinary
approach are often measured by improvements in function. As is clinically appropriate, in both
settings, pharmacologic treatments are combined with regional interventions [26], integrative
non-pharmacological techniques, and rehabilitative services as is clinically appropriate to support pain
management and improve patients’ pain symptoms, functioning and quality of life. Multidisciplinary
analgesia treatment aims to ensure patient comfort and wellbeing, while at the same time potentially
decreasing the need for opioid use in pediatric populations [25].

2.1. Acute Multidisciplinary Pain Management
Multimodal treatment is defined as “the concurrent use of separate therapeutic interventions
with different mechanisms of action within one discipline aimed at different pain mechanisms” [11].
This treatment approach involving multiple medications for pain management is considered optimal
in the setting of acute pain (see Figure 2), where the primary goal is immediate analgesia sufficient to
allow for the recovery from medical treatments/procedures with minimal side effects.
While acute pain management has historically emphasized the use of opioids, multimodal
analgesia treatment incorporates opioid-sparing adjuvants targeting specific aspects of the nociceptive
and neuropathic pain physiology. Nociceptive analgesics include acetaminophen, NSAIDS,
and glucocorticoids. Neuropathic analgesics commonly include gabapentinoids, lidocaine, ketamine,
and alpha 2 agonists. Regional anesthesia and injection of local anesthetics are also regularly utilized
to allow targeted analgesia to a specific surgical area. These agents provide safe and effective analgesia
and sedation and may help reduce the need for opioid therapies [27–29].
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Figure 2. Multidisciplinary pain management: acute and chronic pain algorithms. In acute pain
algorithms, the initial treatment begins with regional techniques or intravenous analgesia as a
mainstay of therapy. As acute pain improves, therapies are then transitioned as appropriate to
varying strengths of PO opioid medications, to adjuvants/NSAIDS, and ultimately integrative
non-pharmacological strategies. For situations where severe pain is anticipated, adjuvants and
integrative non-pharmacological strategies may be added on at the beginning of treatment, as an opioid
sparing strategy, and to increase patient comfort. In chronic pain algorithms, treatment is delivered
in the reverse order, beginning with integrative non-pharmacological techniques, then moving to
adjuvants, and ultimately progressing to various strengths of opioids and regional techniques and
stimulators as clinically appropriate.

Acute pharmacological interventions can be enhanced by the assistance of integrative
non-pharmacological interventions (i.e., multidisciplinary treatment). In treatment of pediatric acute
pain, the integration of a psychologist or child life specialist into the treatment team can support pain
management efforts in the perioperative period by educating the patient in an age appropriate manner
about medical procedures, a pain management plan, and implementing behavioral pain management
interventions (e.g., distraction, play, active relaxation training) to reduce post-operative pain and
anxiety [30]. An acupuncturist or massage therapist can also support acute pediatric pain management
following medical procedures and surgeries [31,32]. Incorporating integrative non-pharmacological
therapies into multidisciplinary analgesia treatments for acute pediatric pain has been shown to
reduce perioperative anxiety and procedural pain [33,34], and thus has the potential to reduce
pediatric patients’ reliance on pharmacological interventions such as opioids and benzodiazepines.
Preliminary evidence supports this notion, demonstrating that even in an acute medical setting such as
the management of perioperative pain following a minimally invasive surgery for Pectus Excavatum
repair (Nuss procedure) in adolescents, the addition of an integrative non-pharmacological therapy
(in this example, self-hypnosis instruction preoperatively) can reduce pain, postoperative opioid use,
and even length of hospital stay [35].
2.2. Chronic Multidisciplinary Pain Management
In the management of chronic pain, the emphasis shifts from immediate analgesia to extended
pain management services and facilitation of function across domains (e.g., performance of activities
of daily living). A multidisciplinary approach to chronic pain management (see Figure 2) has therefore
increasingly become the standard of care in pediatric pain management settings. Chronic pain
treatment places a central emphasis on integrative non-pharmacological techniques, minimizing
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side effects, and ideally providing the child skills they can use to more independently manage
their symptoms.
Oftentimes, in pain management of complex patients, the utility of integrative
non-pharmacological therapies is discussed only when all pharmaceutical therapy options
have been exhausted. By then, the patient may begin to feel that medical care is somehow being
limited or withdrawn, or that using integrative non-pharmacological therapies indicates that the “pain
is in their head”. This can lead to patients and families feeling resistant to learning and incorporating
these essential integrative non-pharmacological pain management tools. In multidisciplinary chronic
pain management, integrative non-pharmacological therapies are incorporated in early phases of
treatment, along with appropriate pharmacological interventions to provide optimal care for complex
pediatric patients.
Pharmacological interventions in this setting often include analgesics such as acetaminophen and
nonsteroidal agents, gabapentinoids, clonidine, tricyclic antidepressants, and where appropriate
serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors. Another novel adjuvant therapy that deserves
mention as a possible opioid sparing agent, cannabidiol (CBD), is gaining popularity in
multimodal pain management. CBD is the nonpsychoactive cannabinoid identified in cannabis,
while tetrahydrocannabinol or THC is responsible for the hallucinogenic side effects of cannabis [36].
Further research is needed to examine the efficacy and side effect profile of CBD in chronic pain
management, and to elucidate side effects and risks.
Opioids are typically minimized in chronic pain management, as the analgesic benefits of
opioids are often offset by their long-term negative side effects such as constipation, nausea,
vomiting, and sedation, as well as the risk of tolerance, dependence, opioid-induced hyperalgesia,
and addiction [5,6]. If opioids are deemed clinically necessary, weak opioids like Tramadol or
Hydrocodone can be used in the initial treatment phase but stronger opioids may be needed with
recalcitrant pain. Regional anesthesia also may play less of a role, as the duration of the local anesthetic
and length of time a catheter can be safely inserted may not provide longer-term analgesic benefit.
3. Integrative Non-Pharmacological Therapies in Pediatric Multidisciplinary Pain Management
Incorporating integrative non-pharmacological interventions into pediatric multidisciplinary
chronic pain management has been demonstrated to be feasible and effective and has become the
gold standard of care [27,37–39]. These techniques aim to modulate psychological factors, improve
coping abilities, and enhance emotional well-being. Specifically, these therapies are thought to target:
cognitions (e.g., modifying the child’s anxious thoughts related to distressing physical sensations),
emotions (e.g., teaching the child emotion regulation strategies and distress tolerance skills to support
reductions in negative emotional/somatic symptoms), behaviors (e.g., decreasing pain avoidance
behaviors and increasing the use of coping skills), and sensory experiences (e.g., directly targeting
pain perceptions through enhanced nervous system inhibitory processes) [37,40]. In contrast to
short-term pharmacological management, which provide patients transitory benefit, integrative
non-pharmacological techniques can lead to long-term results via changes in neural circuits that
regulate habits, affect, and cognitive pain responses [41]. Directly addressing cognitive-affective
processes may increase youths’ coping repertoire of strategies to manage pain (short-term and
long-term), regulate mood, improve psychological well-being and resiliency, and potentially buffer
against opioid misuse.
For the purpose of this review, we focus on four frequently utilized interventions in U.S.
pain clinics, which include three psychologically based interventions: cognitive behavioral therapy,
mindfulness, and medical hypnosis. Acupuncture, an integrative medicine approach widely used
in pain management clinics, is additionally reviewed [39,42–45]. Rehabilitative therapies, including
physical and occupational therapy (PT, OT), are also an important part of the treatment of chronic pain
and are regularly integrated into care to support pain management and increase function [39,46–49].
Of note, rehabilitative therapies are uniquely dependent on the condition being treated (e.g., back pain,
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ankle sprain, complex regional pain syndrome), and as such, a comprehensive review of PT and OT in
pediatric pain was deemed outside the scope of this paper. Overall, there is growing evidence that
integrative non-pharmacological techniques can provide lasting pain management benefits, [37] have
the potential to decrease reliance on opioids [41], and may minimize side effects [50]. Recent evidence
also suggests that interdisciplinary pain management programs can even support effective opioid
weaning among youth with chronic pain [14,51]. The importance of integrating non-pharmacologic
strategies into the care of youth with acute and chronic pain will be explored below. See Appendix A
for a summary of select studies reviewed.
Lastly, it is important to highlight that the integrative non-pharmacological treatments reviewed
below often require significant commitment and effort from both children and families, and while
frequently effective, improvements typically occur over time. Some barriers to implementation include:
patient and family “buy-in” to the proposed treatment; work, family, and scheduling demands;
financial challenges; accessibility of local resources (e.g., no accessible providers trained in a particular
treatment modality); and the general burden of care. Awareness, sensitivity, and attention to such
issues are required on the part of providers to best support patients and families in structuring their
multidisciplinary treatment plan.
3.1. Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is a form of psychotherapy that has empirical support
across a wide range of child, adolescent, and adult populations and is considered an evidence-based
intervention in multidisciplinary chronic pain management [52,53]. CBT is based on the premise
that thoughts, emotions, and behaviors are closely connected, and how one perceives a situation can
significantly influence emotional, behavioral, and physiological responses [54]. When considering
CBT for the treatment of chronic pain, protocols often consist of behavioral strategies that encourage
engagement in normal daily activities (e.g., activity pacing to increase functioning across domains),
cognitive techniques that support challenging and reframing negative “self-talk” statements
(e.g., acknowledging catastrophic pain-related thoughts—“This pain is ruining my life”—and using
evidence to determine more helpful responses—“This pain is bothersome, but I can handle it and
go forward”), and self-regulation skills that help decrease physiological arousal and increase relaxation
and wellbeing (e.g., diaphragmatic breathing, progressive muscle relaxation). Acceptance and
Commitment Therapy (ACT), an extension of CBT, aims to improve functioning by increasing
the ability to act effectively in the presence of pain and distress (i.e., psychological flexibility) [55].
CBT strategies are effective with a wide age range when adapted to the specific developmental level of
the child or adolescent [56].
Of note, in the adult literature, neuroimaging data suggest that cognitive reappraisal of pain,
a central CBT strategy for patients with chronic pain, may impact pain experiences through top-down
processes resulting in increased prefrontal cortex gray matter [57]. CBT has also been linked to
increased activation in the ventrolateral prefrontal and lateral orbitofrontal cortices, providing
additional support for the role of a cortical control mechanism in CBT [58]. Additionally, CBT for
chronic pain has led to changes in somatosensory cortices, potentially reflecting alterations in the
perception of noxious signals (i.e., adaptive responses to pain signals) [57].
3.1.1. Evidence for CBT and Pain Management
There is a strong evidence base for the effectiveness of CBT among adults with chronic pain.
A meta-analysis of 25 randomized controlled trials of CBT for adults with chronic pain noted significant
changes in patients’ reported pain experiences, cognitive coping, and behavioral expressions of pain
as compared to wait list controls [59].
CBT is also the most well-established psychological intervention among youth with chronic
pain [20,60]. A growing evidence base of systematic reviews and meta-analyses have documented
that behavioral and cognitive behavioral interventions can produce a medium to large effect
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on pain outcomes and small effect on disability in chronic pain populations (e.g., headache,
abdominal pain). [37,61,62]. In one strong meta-analytic review of randomized controlled trials
of psychological therapies for the management of chronic pain in children and adolescents, Palermo
and colleagues noted positive effects of CBT on clinically significant pain reduction, with an odds ratio
of 4.13 across 9 studies with 406 participants [61]. Recent research is also beginning to explore various
models of treatment delivery for CBT for chronic pain including online modules [63] and group-based
formats [64,65]. As compared to other evidence-based psychological therapies, CBT is currently the
dominant therapeutic model implemented in both medical and non-medical settings and is viewed as
well accepted by patients and providers alike [60].
3.1.2. CBT Summary
In sum, while additional research is needed (e.g., larger RCTs with varying treatment delivery modes
and monitoring of longer-term follow-up), a growing body of literature demonstrates the efficacy of CBT
protocols for children, teenagers, and adults with chronic pain. This evidence-based treatment is well
accepted by patients and providers and is increasingly available to pediatric patients. Although youth
in more remote areas may have limited access to cognitive behavioral interventions for chronic pain,
the advent of web-based treatments holds promise for reaching a wider pediatric audience [63].
3.2. Mindfulness
Mindfulness has been described as the ability to be aware of the present moment and one’s
experiences (e.g., thoughts, emotions, body sensations) in a purposeful, non-judgmental manner [66].
Research demonstrates associations between mindfulness, psychological and physical well-being,
and improved health outcomes [67–69]. Interventions and training programs targeting the cultivation
of mindfulness (i.e., mindfulness-based interventions; MBIs) have received increasing attention in
pain management in recent years. The primary goal of MBIs is to teach individuals mindfulness via
a series of breathing, meditation, and movement exercises, all of which cultivate present-moment,
compassionate awareness [66,70]. Bringing attention to the present in this manner aims to serve
as a buffer from ruminating on bothersome physical symptoms such as pain, negative cognitions,
and perceived stress that can contribute to the experience of pain [71–73].
Neuroimaging studies in adults have provided further support for the mechanisms by which
mindfulness meditation practice can lead to change. Specifically, regions of the brain associated
with sensory processing and the cognitive modulation of pain (e.g., thalamus, insula, anterior
cingulate cortex, orbitofrontal cortex) [74,75] have high concentrations of opioid receptors, [75,76]
prompting hypotheses that mindfulness practice may modulate the endogenous opioid system [77].
Other neuroimaging research proposes that mindfulness-induced analgesia is due to a more complex
process engaging multiple brain networks and neurochemical mechanisms [78].
3.2.1. Evidence for MBIs and Pain Management
An increasing body of literature has demonstrated that mindfulness interventions are feasible and
efficacious in adult pain populations. Systematic reviews and meta-analyses have documented that
mindfulness-based protocols can significantly improve pain outcomes (e.g., pain severity, interference,
and sensitivity), psychological distress (e.g., depression), and quality of life among adults [79–81].
In pediatric populations, pilot studies have demonstrated initial feasibility and acceptability of
mindfulness-based interventions for children and adolescents experiencing a range of chronic pain
conditions (e.g., musculoskeletal, neuropathic, headache, abdominal pain) [82–84]. These mindfulness
protocols have also garnered preliminary empirical support for their efficacy in improving pain-related
outcomes such as fibromyalgia symptoms, functional disability, cortisol levels, pain acceptance,
and emotional distress among youth with pain symptoms [82–86]. The existing research is promising.
For example, in one pilot randomized trial of a mindfulness-based intervention for female adolescents
with chronic pain, patients reported improvements in coping with pain, and reductions in pre- and
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post-mindfulness session salivary cortisol levels (p < 0.001) [83]. The quality of this research; however,
has varied from randomized controlled trials to pilot studies and is limited in generalizability by small
sample sizes, lack of a control groups, and lack of random assignment [83,86–88].
Given the more robust body of literature supporting the use of mindfulness interventions with
youth to address symptoms of anxiety and depression [89], MBIs have become increasingly popular
and available in recent years. Many schools are beginning to implement skills-based learning for stress
management, including mindfulness, bringing developmentally appropriate adaptations (e.g., teaching
is varied and interactive) of the intervention directly to groups of children with little cost [90]. A recent
well controlled sizable RCT compared the application of mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR)
to a health education control group in 300 5th- to 8th-grade students in an urban public school
setting and found significantly lower levels of somatization, depression, negative affect, negative
coping, rumination, self-hostility, and post-traumatic symptom severity (all p < 0.05) as compared to
control [91]. Attention to cultural and developmental aspects of the child and family are important
in the successful implementation of these therapies as well. There is also increasing availability of
mindfulness-based self-administered electronic resources that may help bring this intervention to
the most underserved areas. While free or low cost and easily accessible, there is unfortunately little
evidence yet available on the efficacy of these electronic resources [92].
3.2.2. Mindfulness Summary
Substantive findings support the use of mindfulness interventions among adults with
chronic pain. While preliminary research among pediatric pain populations demonstrates feasibility
and acceptability of MBI’s among youth, further research to investigate adaptations of mindfulness
protocols for children and adolescents with chronic pain is needed. Clinical judgment is recommended
until published research can better guide the use of MBIs among youth with pain. That being said,
mindfulness interventions may be low cost or free adjunctive treatments that have fewer side effects as
compared to pharmacologic interventions.
3.3. Hypnosis
Hypnosis is another integrative non-pharmacological treatment increasingly used in
multidisciplinary pain management. Hypnosis has been defined as a state of attentive and
receptive concentration generating changes in individuals’ experiences of themselves and their
environment [93,94]. While hypnosis usually (but not always) involves relaxation, [95] this treatment
modality differs from mindfulness meditation in the thoughtful and deliberate use of therapeutic
suggestions to facilitate change in a targeted domain (in the case of hypnotic analgesia, the patient’s
sensory experience) [40].
Similar to the impact of opioids on the brain, hypnotic analgesia is hypothesized to enhance nervous
system inhibitory processes that attenuate pain experiences [96] through a variety of brain areas involved
in pain processing (for a detailed review, see Jensen and Patterson, 2015) [97]. Neuroimaging studies
in adults conducted during hypnotic experiences have noted significant signal changes associated with
sensation and perception (e.g., primary somatosensory cortex, thalamus, insula), as well as in sensorimotor
integration pain systems (e.g., supplementary motor cortex) [97–99].
3.3.1. Evidence for Hypnosis and Pain Management
There is a growing evidence base supporting the efficacy of hypnotically induced analgesia,
identifying medical hypnosis as a “well established treatment” for pain in adult populations [100,101].
A meta-analysis investigating hypnosis for acute and chronic pain management found that for 75% of
patients across studies (18 studies; n = 933) hypnosis provided substantial pain relief and was shown
to be superior to non-hypnotic psychological interventions [52].
While there is a significantly smaller pediatric research base, extant controlled studies indicate
positive results for pain reduction using this treatment modality among pediatric populations.
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Supportive findings for pain reduction have been noted in youth undergoing surgery, cancer patients,
and young people diagnosed with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) [102–105]. In one noteworthy
randomized controlled trial of hypnosis for children with functional abdominal pain or IBS, hypnosis
was demonstrated as highly superior to standard medical therapy in reducing both pain frequency
and pain intensity (p < 0.001) [104]. Additionally, one recent randomized controlled trial examined
self-hypnosis training for 22 self-selected adolescents hospitalized for the Nuss procedure [35].
The results of this study indicated that in addition to better pain control, self-hypnosis training
was associated with use of fewer milligrams per hour of morphine equivalents throughout a
patient’s five-day hospitalization (p = 0.005). A smaller and earlier study exploring this same
procedure (five treatment patients and five control patients) noted no significant difference between
opioid use in these two groups, but did document a shorter hospital stay for adolescents in the
self-hypnosis group [95]. Numerous uncontrolled trials report results that trend in a positive direction
including additional trials of hypnosis for abdominal pain, cancer, headaches, and juvenile classic
migraine [106–109].
National training for pediatric hypnosis exists to teach providers across disciplines
(e.g., physicians, psychologists, nurses, child life specialists) to use hypnosis tools and integrate them
into clinical practice. In-person provider training with a child and adolescent focus is recommended
before implementing this modality. Notably, in many geographic locations, patients may not have
access to a provider trained in pediatric hypnosis.
3.3.2. Hypnosis Summary
Like mindfulness-based interventions, hypnosis is a well-established integrative
non-pharmacological intervention for chronic pain management among adults [100], and there
is a smaller but growing research base for pediatric pain management and hypnosis [103,104].
While preliminary evidence is promising, more research will be necessary before providers can
confidently assert that hypnosis aides in pain management in pediatric populations.
3.4. Acupuncture
Acupuncture is an ancient medical procedure that has been practiced in China and other East Asian
countries for over 2000 years. The technique involves the placement of small needles at various locations
in the body. Traditional explanations suggest that acupuncture works by activating and engaging
movement in the body’s own energy resources, termed “Qi” [110]. Traditionally, acupuncture has been
employed for the prevention of disease, as well as an early intervention in emerging illness. As an adjunct
to current medical practice, acupuncture is often employed late in the course of illness (e.g., to assist
with pain, loss of function), as well as to support withdrawal from opioid therapy. Related therapies
include electroacupuncture, acupressure, moxibustion (i.e., burning of an herb near an acupoint to create
local warming), laser stimulation of acupoints, and non-invasive stimulation of acupoints utilizing a
transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulator (TENS, referred to as TEAS).
Studies exploring the mechanisms of action involved in acupuncture to better understand how
acupuncture can lead to improvements in symptoms such as pain and withdrawal have focused
on several areas. First, fMRI studies have demonstrated that acupuncture can lead to changes in
brain blood flow, including the activity of the default mode network (DMN), and normalization of
activity in areas of the limbic system often referred to as the “pain matrix” (e.g., insula, anterior
cingulate gyrus, prefrontal cortex) [47,111,112]. Other work has shown that acupuncture can stimulate
endorphin release in the central nervous system [113]. Research has not elucidated exactly how the
needling procedures lead to these changes in brain activity; however, one possible explanation suggests
activation of the cholinergic anti-inflammatory pathway—a neural pathway that modulates the body’s
immune response to injury [114,115].
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3.4.1. Evidence for Acupuncture and Pain Management
In 1997, the NIH conducted a Consensus Meeting, where studies of acupuncture were reviewed by
an expert panel. It was determined that sufficient evidence was present to recommend acupuncture for
the treatment of adult postoperative pain, postoperative dental pain, and nausea and vomiting [116].
Other promising indications included the treatment of addiction. Since that time, multiple clinical
studies have demonstrated that acupuncture was efficacious in the treatment of chronic back pain,
headaches, and osteoarthritis among adults [117–119].
Pediatric applications have centered on the use of acupuncture for both acute and chronic
pain [120]. Of particular relevance, research has demonstrated that acupuncture can decrease acute
postoperative pain among pediatric populations. In a prospective randomized controlled study, Lin
and colleagues found that acupuncture led to a statistically significant reduction in pain and agitation
(p < 0.001) among 60 children undergoing bilateral myringotomy and tympanostomy compared to a
control condition [121]. Additionally, fewer youth required additional analgesia in the acupuncture
versus control condition. In another randomized controlled trial, acupuncture led to significantly less
pain (p < 0.001) following tonsillectomy compared to a sham acupuncture condition [122].
Acupuncture treatment may also be useful in reducing opioid-related withdrawal symptoms
among pediatric populations. In a randomized controlled trial to treat Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome,
acupuncture led to a shorter duration of morphine treatment (28 days vs. 39 days in the control group;
p = 0.019) and hospital stay (35 vs. 50 days in the control group; p = 0.048) [123]. Another study
demonstrated that a course of acupuncture was helpful in supporting infants wean off a high dose
opioid infusion in the intensive care unit [43].
Several randomized studies have explored in more detail the effect of acupuncture on pediatric
chronic pain. Gottschling and colleagues performed a randomized trial using laser acupuncture,
a non-invasive type of acupuncture, with 43 children who suffered from either migraine or tension
type headache. The mean number of headaches per month decreased by 6.4 days in the group which
received acupuncture treatment, and by 1 day in the placebo group (p < 0.001). Secondary outcomes of
headache severity likewise decreased and were statistically significant at all time points [124].
In a small randomized controlled trial comparing acupuncture with sham acupuncture,
14 adolescents with pelvic pain due to endometriosis experienced a 4.8 (SD 2.4) point reduction
in pain (on an 11-point numeric rating scale) after 4 weeks, which differed significantly from the
control group who experienced an average reduction of 1.4 (SD 2.1) (p = 0.004). Reduction in pain
was found to persist six months post-intervention; however, after four weeks the differences were
not clinically significant, suggesting continued acupuncture may be necessary for a more prolonged
therapeutic effect [125].
3.4.2. Acupuncture Summary
Acupuncture appears to be an effective integrative non-pharmacological therapy in the
management of acute postoperative pain and neonatal abstinence syndrome, and there is some
preliminary evidence for chronic pediatric pain. Additional basic and clinical research is needed to
adequately characterize the mechanisms of acupuncture and clinical effects on pain and withdrawal
symptoms in pediatric populations. Given that acupuncture has been shown to be a well-tolerated
and acceptable intervention among youth, feasible to implement in clinics, and has a low side effect
profile, it should be considered for incorporation into multidisciplinary analgesia for youth with acute
and chronic pain.
4. Intensive Interdisciplinary Pediatric Pain Rehabilitative Programs
As described above, the primary goal of pediatric pain management is functional restoration
in concert with the management of discomfort. When multimodal analgesia and multidisciplinary
outpatient care have not successfully met these goals, some youth are referred to comprehensive
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interdisciplinary pain programs. Interdisciplinary care involves “multimodal treatment provided by
a multidisciplinary team collaborating in assessment and treatment using a shared biopsychosocial
model and goals” [11]. This interdisciplinary approach involves escalation of intensity and quantity of
standard therapies to better meet the need for this vulnerable population.
Intensive interdisciplinary pain treatment (IIPT) programs are becoming a popular treatment
choice for children with chronic pain who exhibit significant functional disability and are unable to
progress in an outpatient setting or for those who lack the proper resources in their local environment.
IIPT involves patient and family participation in either an inpatient or outpatient day hospital setting
with coordinated interventions among at least three disciplines including pain or rehabilitation
physicians, psychologists, and physical and occupational therapists [38]. Logan et al. performed
a longitudinal case series of 56 patients ages 8 to 18 suffering from Complex Regional Pain Syndrome
(CRPS) and showed that an IIPT program led to improvements in functional disability, pain symptoms,
medication use, and emotional functioning (all p < 0.01) [126]. Simons et al. showed that IIPT
was superior to outpatient treatment with significantly larger improvements in functional disability,
pain-related fear, and readiness to change among children with chronic pain [127]. Of note, Bruce et al.
demonstrated that patients in a three-week IIPT program who were receiving opioids were able to be
weaned off these medications and remained opioid-free at the 3-month follow-up [51]. While these
results are promising, these studies require further investigation and corroboration. In the United States,
11 pediatric pain centers exist that offer this high level of coordinated treatment, varying in treatment
duration (2–12 weeks) and daily treatment components [128].
5. Discussion
This article provides an overview of a multidisciplinary pain management approach for pediatric
patients with acute and chronic pain, and highlights the evidence base of commonly utilized
integrative non-pharmacological therapies for the treating pediatrician, primary health care pediatric
provider, or non-pain pediatric specialist. The review explores a topic that is often overlooked
in the medical literature, resulting in a noteworthy gap of knowledge among many providers
caring for pediatric patients with complex medical and pain conditions. As such, this review aims
to further inform providers about multidisciplinary pain management and highlight the role of
integrative non-pharmacological therapies in medically complex situations by summarizing and
synthesizing relevant literature. Currently, many patients often receive a medical cocktail including
opioids, benzodiazepines, gabapentinoids, and other medications for pain management. The early
incorporation of the integrative non-pharmacological therapies reviewed in this paper may help in
lowering the doses of medications needed to attain comfort for this young and vulnerable population.
Of note, there is preliminary evidence that some of the integrative non-pharmacological therapies
reviewed, specifically hypnosis and acupuncture, may decrease the need for opioid therapy in inpatient
populations (e.g., Nuss procedure, neonatal abstinence syndrome). While additional research is needed
to explore the efficacy and generalizability of these results, these studies are encouraging and suggest
that practitioners should specifically consider incorporating multidisciplinary pain management
strategies where possible and feasible for patients for whom prolonged opioid therapy is being
considered or prescribed for acute or chronic pain.
Additionally, many of the integrative non-pharmacological therapies reviewed consist of teaching
skills that are applicable beyond an individual pain episode. The patient is taught to implement pain
management skills themselves, which may increase the patient’s personal efficacy, coping resources,
and overall resilience. These integrative non-pharmacological therapies can provide effective pain
relief and give patients the feeling that they are able to have some “control” over a difficult pain
management problem. Through increased knowledge and familiarity with these therapies and
multidisciplinary pain management, the general pediatric practitioner is better equipped to help
pediatric patients feel empowered to explore evidence-based integrative non-pharmacological options,
creating an integrative process of care that is holistic, safe, and effective.
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Limitations
Although this paper is not a formal systematic review, it provides a thorough review of the
literature that may be most pertinent to our intended audience—the general pediatric practitioner.
The data base for the therapies described above in pediatric pain is still in its infancy, and therefore, few
RCT’s exist within several the integrative non-pharmacological topic areas described (see Table A1).
In addition, the heterogeneity of study population and design precludes a systematic comparison that
would be of value to the general reader. In some instances, there was no pediatric data available on a
particular topic. While mechanisms of action may differ between adult and pediatric populations due
to developmental effects, adult data was reviewed where it was available and felt to contribute to an
understanding of a mechanism of action of the therapy.
6. Conclusions
Multidisciplinary pain management, including pharmacological and integrative
non-pharmacological therapies, has been demonstrated to be efficacious in the treatment of
both acute and chronic pain. Pharmacological interventions include opioids and opioid-sparing
agents that target specific aspects of the nociceptive and neuropathic pain physiology. Simultaneously,
integrative non-pharmacological interventions such as CBT, MBIs, hypnosis, and acupuncture
target the cognitive-affective and physiologic components of the pain experience, and support the
cultivation of coping tools that can lead to long-term improvements in pain, psychological functioning,
and quality of life. Given extant research, the incorporation of multidisciplinary pain management
treatment including both multimodal pharmacological and integrative non-pharmacological therapies
is recommended early in the process of caring for youth experiencing acute and chronic pain.
Suggested future directions include performance of larger pediatric trials across integrative
non-pharmacological pain interventions, assessing the potential synergistic nature of combined
integrative non-pharmacological therapies, and conducting further research on the transition from
acute to chronic pain management. It is also recommended that studies more directly explore the
associations and effects of multidisciplinary treatment on the necessity for and use of opioid therapies
in pediatric pain, especially in chronic pain management, and on the possible utility of these therapies
in weaning from opioids and other therapies. Overall, additional societal resources are urgently
needed to increase availability of multidisciplinary pain management services to all youth impacted
by acute and chronic pain.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Selection of important studies in pediatric integrative non-pharmacological therapies reviewed for this paper. From all the articles screened, the articles
with the highest level of evidence are summarized below.
Therapy Type

Authors
(Reference Number)

Study Type (Grade
of Evidence)

Study Population

Outcome

Key Results

Eccleston et al. [37]

Cochrane systematic
review (1)

Cochrane systematic
review of psychological
therapies (37 RCTs;
2111 participants, mean
age 12.45, SD 2.2)

Pain intensity; Disability

Reduced headache pain (RR 2.47, CI 1.97–3.09, p < 0.01; Reduced disability in
headache pain (SMD −0.49, CI −0.74 to −0.24, p < 0.01); Reduced nonheadache
pain (SMD −0.57, CI −0.86 to −0.27, p < 0.01); Reduced disability in nonheadache
pain (SMD −0.45, CI −0.71 to −0.19, p < 0.01

Palermo et al. [61]

Meta-analysis (1)

Meta-analysis (25 RCTs;
1247 participants, 9–17 yo)

Pain intensity

Decreased headache (OR 6.1, CI 4.06 to 9.15, p < 0.0001); Decreased abdominal
pain (OR 7.5, CI 3.29 to 17.16, p < 0.001)

Fisher et al. [62]

Systematic review and
meta-analysis (1)

Meta-analysis (37 RCTs;
1005 participants, mean
age 9.4, SD 1.14)

Pain intensity; Disability

Decreased non-headache pain (SMD −0.60, CI −0.91to −0.29, p < 0.001);
Decreased nonheadache pain disability (SMD −0.27, CI −0.46 to −0.08, p < 0.01);
Decreased headache (RR 2.9, CI 2.25 to 3.73, p < 0.001); Decreased headache at
follow-up (RR 3.34, CI 2.02 to 5.53, p < 0.001

Ruskin et al. [82]

Prospective pre-post
interventional study (2)

21 adolescents, 12–18 yo
with chronic pain

Feasibility; Acceptability

90.5% treatment completion rate; No dropouts; Compliance with home practice
(M = 60 min/week); Would recommend group to a friend

Chadi et al. [83]

RCT (2)

19 adolescents,
13.9–17.8 yo with
chronic pain

Quality of life; Depression;
Anxiety; Pain perception;
Psychological distress;
Salivary cortisol

No significant changes in quality of life, depression, anxiety, pain perception,
or psychological distress; Cortisol levels decreased from an average of 3.37 (±1.72)
pre-intervention nmol/L to 1.95 (±1.13) nmol/L post-intervention;
Cohen’s d = 0.77, p < 0.001).

Ali et al. [84]

Pilot (3)

15 adolescents, 10–18 yo
with fibromyalgia, chronic
fatigue, musculoskeletal
pain, headache,
or abdominal pain

Functional disability;
Fibromyalgia symptoms; Quality
of life; Mindfulness

Decreased functional disability (33% improvement, p = 0.026); improved
fibromyalgia symptoms (26% improvement, p = 0.03), and improved mindfulness
(child: 12% improvement, p = 0.02; parent: 17% improvement, p = 0.03).

Waelde et al. [85]

Pilot (3)

20 adolescents, 13–17 yo
with chronic pain

Feasibility and Acceptability
Parental assessment

Feasible and acceptable; Decreased parental worry about child (p < 0.01)

Hesse et al. [86]

Pilot (3)

20 adolescent females,
11–16 yo, with
recurrent headaches

Quality of life; Pain
acceptance; Depression

Improved quality of life, Parent assess PedsQL, p = 0.049; Improved child
acceptance of pain, CPAQ-A p = −0.005; Improved child depression,
CES-DC p = 0.009

Manworren et al. [35]

RCT (2)

24 adolescents, 10–18 yo
undergoing
Nuss procedure

Pain intensity; Morphine
equivalent/hour; Length of
stay (LOS)

Lower mean pain intensity (−1.72, 95% CI 2.89–0.55, p = 0.0047); Lower maximum
pain intensity (−2.27, 95% CI 3.73–0.82, p = 0.0028); Less morphine
equivalents/hour (−0.13, 95% CI −0.25–0.00, p = 0.046); Shorter LOS (p = 0.0013)

Tsao et al. [122]

RCT (2)

59 children, 3–12 yo
undergoing tonsillectomy

Pain, Oral food intake

Improvement in pain control and oral intake (p = 0.0065 and 0.001, respectively)

Raith et al. [123]

RCT (2)

28 newborns with
neonatal
abstinence syndrome

Duration of morphine treatment;
Length of stay

Shorter duration of morphine treatment (28 days vs. 39 days; p = 0.019) and
hospital stay (35 vs. 50 days; p = 0.048)

CBT

Mindfulness

Hypnosis

Acupuncture
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Table A1. Cont.
Therapy Type

Authors
(Reference Number)

Study Type (Grade
of Evidence)

Study Population

Outcome

Key Results

Hechler, et al. [38]

Systematic review (1)

10 studies (1020
adolescents, mean
age 13.9, SD 1.5)

Pain intensity;
Pain-related disability

Decreased pain intensity (d = −1.33, CI −2.28 to −0.38, p = 0.01); Decreased pain
related disability (d = −1.09, CI −1.71 to −0.48, p < 0.001)

Statistically significant improvements from admission to discharge in pain
intensity, functional disability, subjective report of limb function, timed running,
occupational performance, medication use, use of assistive devices, emotional
functioning, anxiety, and depression. (all p < 0.01). (multiple outcomes)

Logan et al. [126]

Longitudinal case
series (3)

56 children and
adolescents, 8–18 yo
with CRPS

Pain intensity; Functional
disability; Subjective report of
limb function, timed running,
occupational performance,
medication use, use of assistive
devices, emotional functioning,
anxiety and depression

Simons et al. [127]

Comparative study
(case-controlled) (3)

100 children and
adolescents, mean age
13.9 (SD 2.17)

Functional disability; Fear of
pain; Readiness to change

Improved functional disability (p = 0.00); Improved fear of pain (p = 0.00);
Increased readiness to change (precontemplation p = 0.01, action/maintenance
p = 0.00) (multiple outcomes)

Bruce et al. [51]

Prospective longitudinal
case series (3)

171 adolescents 12–18,
mean age 15.3 (SD 1.73)

Functional disability; depressive
symptoms; catastrophizing;
Changes in opioid medication

Improved functional disability (p < 0.001) Improved depressive symptoms
(p < 0.0001) Improved catastrophizing (p < 0.0001) Reduced pain severity
(p = 0.0001) Decreased opioid medication (Out of 30 patients on opioids, 21 were
weaned off medication, 1 did not finish program)

Rehabilitation

Notes: RCT, randomized controlled trials; SD, standard deviation; RR, risk ratio; CI, confidence interval; SMD, standardized mean difference; yo, years old; OR, odds ratios; M, mean;
PedsQL, Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory; CPAQ-A, Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire-Activity Engagement; CES-DC, Center for Epidemiological Studies of Depression Scale for
Children; LOS, length of stay; d, effect sizes; CRPS, complex regional pain syndrome.
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